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Not too many sweets!





Sam likes to eat sweet things. “Eating too many 
sweets is not good for you, my boy.” said mother 
Sesilia.





Today Mother Sesilia cooked pap, fish 
and vegetables for lunch. She calls 
out, “Sam, lunch is ready!”

“What did you cook for lunch, Mom?” 
Asks Sam.

“I have made a very tasty pap, fish and 
vegetables,” she replied.





“Oh no… I do not want to eat such boring food Mom, 
I just want sweets,” said Sam.

“My dear boy, to be healthy our body needs good food, 
like pap, fish and vegetables. This meal I prepared 
is full of vitamins and it is so yummy. And I cooked it 
with love!” Mother Sesilia told Sam.



“Mom why is this food good for me? Why is it bad for me 
to eat too many sweets?” asked Sam. 

“That is a very good question my boy – let me explain to 
you” – said Mother Sesilia.  



“Our body needs good food to be healthy, have energy to 
move and grow. It is also important for us to eat balanced 
meals.”

“You see on our plates we have pap, fish and vegetables. 
The fish and vegetables help our bodies to grow strong 
muscles, bones and teeth and develop our brain. And 
the pap gives our bodies energy.” 

“From each type of food we get different vitamins that 
our bodies need to be healthy.” Mother Sesilia explained 
to Sam.

“What are vitamins?” asked Sam

“Vitamins are so small that you cannot see them, but 
they are like tiny little helpers who make sure you stay 
healthy.”





Sam was still thinking about the sweets 
and wondered why his mother said they 
were not good for him. “But why not 
sweets?” He asked, interested to find 
out.

“Sweets taste nice because they are 
made out of sugar. But sweets have a 
lot of sugar and no vitamins. Too much 
sugar makes the body weak and sick 
and you will get bad teeth. That is why 
eating too many sweets is not good for 
our bodies.” Explained mother Sesilia.



Sam and Mother Sesilia sat down together to eat a healthy 
and balanced meal for lunch. “Mom, this food is very nice 
and it is so yummy and it makes me really full. I like it!”  
Said Sam to his mother. “I am glad you like it my boy.” 
Replied Mother Sesilia. 



Sam says: “What you said about sweets is so 
scary, I will never eat them again!” 

“Oh my dear son, please don’t worry. Once in 
a while you can of course have some sweets. 
Just not too many and not too often, and we 
shouldn’t forget to clean our teeth every night 
and in the mornings. This helps us have strong 
teeth until we get old.” replied Mother Sesilia. 
Sam’s favourite meal now is pap with fish and 
vegetables – what is your favourite food?

Did you know there are fruits which are sweet 
and sour just like the sweets from the shops? 
Which fruits do you know that taste sweet and 
which fruits taste sour?
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